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In dealing with the soul ³ of an inevitable teenage breakup, this is where youthful abandonment gives way to weight and guilt. Diablishy Catty's side B for "Why do you only call me when it's high? Â Do you find yourself flirting and around a dead-end dive bar, where daring looks are shared and avoided. Few opening lines have sounded so incÃ ³
modestly somber, and even less so frank, so heavy of despair³ n. The evocative lyrics explode in a surprising joy in their final line: "Yes, I said, "Who wants to sleep in a city that never wakes up? "However, Dorothy tenÃa razÃ ³ n." All the thick rhythms, the patterns of watchmakerÃa and the production ³ R&B-Lite, the third single of the "a. U.S.
Beneath the circular bass loops, this is a key document for understanding the meteÃ ³ rich increase of the urtic monkeys from the underground: they were slippery, smart and rejected skepticism with bold explosions like this. Fair! Darkened by the regality of his side A 'Cornerstone', this hidden gift is one of the best examples of words of Giles, Avid
and Evil and Evil words. It all feels like a sudden onslaught of blood on the head, but one of those we will still be happy to suffer from. This isn't just the Arctic Monkey Space Hotel; It's their world. For the sake of clarity, all tracks and demonstrations inÃ©, including those from 2004, are disqualified, as is any material under their death ramps aliases,
death aliases, along with the wealth of covers they have launched throughout the years. It is an immensely moving ballad of nostalgia where the most resonant lines ("The aspect of love, the avalanche of blood) are without conviction³ n of heart³ n. fuses for fouling guitar loops and a simple chord progress: the result: a bitterness of bittersweet and
emotionally inflected love dedicated to a lover and his vice. (Image: Press) colored by overlapping tones of pain and repentance, this cold piano ballad contains part of the most difficult band and the band's material so far. Arctic Monkeys Peform in Sheffield in 2005. It is the sound of believing in every word of a band, taking them wherever you go, and
felt so deeply grateful for each new letter, for every indescribable emotion. "His kiss, he could put folds in the rain," a smooth and tenderly coos eyes. CRIME: Jenn Five/Nme. In just nine words, perfectly articulates something that most of us spend a lifetime trying to understand: the beautiful discomfort of this certain type of feeling, which can call it
for six ". Give it up:" It's a scumbag, you don't know ... It spits to Turner, and a millisecond later, the whole matter begins instantly that instantly to life. It seems that it could be completely developed in Turner's head, although a serenity in his tone that suggests that he is likely to emerge well, regardless of whether we believe him. Built in a
theoretical jam of Americans and the guest voice of Quiff Connoisseur and Hard Rock Josh Homme, the moody "one for the road" joins through a smoked intensity that is an evocative portion of a noirish drama. Looking at the title promises something intensely cinematographic, and it offers. It is intelligent, it is brave and survival letters, religious
control and technological destruction by painting surreal and convincing images of distinguished ideals about space reverberation and the always changing, exaggerated and absolutely language piano, the "images of Library "is equivalent to swallowing a dictionary and washing it with a can of Red Bull. "Anticipation has the little girl to prepare ..."
.seuqohcarap .seuqohcarap ed atsil atse ne arbelec es dleiffehS ed allidnap al ed arerrac ertsuli aL .azneimoc odugaitnup y osomaf There are more than the endless critics of the technology here and focus on the intensity of the instruments surrounding this dazzling moon shooting: the mechanical drums reproduce in a loop just until the end. The
number does not lie: to date, the animated video of the R&B song has accumulated more one billion hits on YouTube. Everything as it sounds as if he had suspended on the earth: his sound landscape of Salon-Pop, his invitation to a taquerãa on the moon. With its sanctified riff progress and its mnemonic chorus, "be sincere," a-n-i-m-a-l! He is an
annoying foamy in the best case: the languoring "distinguished animals" tells me a little. "Humbug". Yes, that is exactly what it feels like listening to the chotric storm storms. And the new emotion hits you with the same type of power as a hammer that falls on a high striker with enough force to hit the bell? "We are the urtic monkeys" does not believe
that exaggeration, "joked a cluster, seconds before throwing abruptly to a very important performance of" I bet you look good on the dance floor, " © Pica Indie-Rock. When, in the middle of the song, Turner's bitter diatribe against a former Bovales lover in a crescendo who hits the heart ("do me a favor and break my nose", it seems that everything
could explode in Any time at any time, just as in the movies. Simultaneously sincere and charming, each version intensifies that modeling and helpless feeling of a relationship divided by distance, both romantic and geographically While we should take "sketchead", a punk nonsense that addresses a character that sounds like a louche with relative
taste. It is a vibrant moment of casual magic. However, its sand hooks make it sound like an idea of it last moment. In this type B of the side B and scattered brain melodías fight for domain in a pretty claustrophic. From the punk nature of his first material to the 2011 guitar jumper "" le amot etnemlaer ecnamor led oditnes le ,sadalepoicreta saÃdolem
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.adiv al namrifa euq sotunim ocnic ne lasrevinu aicneirepxe atse ed n³Ãisnet y aicnabmobmir al adot rartsuli e rasnednoc argol ,socimtÃr soibmac socop yum noc y laer oroc niS .serodaznarepse y setnayob sffir ed onell ,rodarap aÃrgela ed oyar nu se Â ¢Ã nadneicne es secul sal euq ed setna rilas Â ¢Ã ,etnemlacisum Â ¢Ã sonem on ,dnats ed ehcon anu
elbatnemal etnatsni nu Â ¢Ã amet osonipse us ed rasep A.sohcarrob zov ed sejasnem ed ovisecxe oremºÃn nu ed eugeilpsed le :artxe saroh sal ne etnemlatnedicca oditemoc nah sohcum euq odacixotni nemirc nu etnemasoinegni emuser snaf sol ed otirovaf odiconoc etsE .roirepus se l¡Ãuc rigele licÃfid se Â ,etnemacnarf y n³Ãicnac atse ed senoisrev
sod yaH segamI ytteG aÃv enizagaM mhtyhR/notsnarB hpesoJ :otid©ÃrC .aidem y adac©Ãd amitlºÃ al ne opmeit ortseun ed setneyulfni e serodavonni s¡Ãm sotca sol ed onu odneis odiuges nah ,Â Â ¢Ã onisaC & letoH esaB ytiliuqnarT Â ¢Ã se Â ¢Ã8102 se euq supo When this Waltzing number culminates with a devastating plea: â € â â ™ I have done
some things that I don't have to have an invitation to move through the grief as one.Alex Turner has never written a straightforward love song, a fact that ¢ÃÂÂSecret Door¢ÃÂÂ builds upon. It¢ÃÂÂs emblematic of an entire suburban adolescence. Lyrically, the temptations of life on the road are brushed off with an insouciant shrug, and the
instrumental sounds purposefully lackadaisical, as if to harbour the point.Heeere¢ÃÂÂs Dizzee! The east London MC booted a much-needed kick up the arse this murky ditty (which appeared on his third album, 2007¢ÃÂÂs ¢ÃÂÂMaths + English¢ÃÂÂ).¢ÃÂÂTranquility Base Hotel & Casino¢ÃÂÂ is a largely excellent album with its recurring dystopian
themes and deeply affecting songs. Sublime.The hyper-specific details of ¢ÃÂÂKnee Socks¢ÃÂÂ are hard to ignore. Despite being set in God¢ÃÂÂs Own County ¢ÃÂÂ rather than a glorious Latin American city ¢ÃÂÂ the narrative boasts all the right tropes: a comic love triangle! An empty threat! A green-eyed monster trying to wreak havoc! It¢ÃÂÂs
cheesy and transportive all at once.When listening to this song in 2020, it is impossible to turn a blind eye to how spookily prescient the lyrics are. Rumour has it that not only has Turner does have the punk-poet icon¢ÃÂÂs name tattooed on him somewhere, but that the band stuck with their much-hated name after Clarke gave it the nod of approval.
No one was quite prepared for ¢ÃÂÂStar Treatment¢ÃÂÂ. It¢ÃÂÂs one of the mere five that the band have earned across a wildly illustrious career ¢ÃÂÂ a true injustice.A funny one, this. It¢ÃÂÂs a gleaming example of a band who have always been ahead of their time.Picture this: the sun has set, the heady rush from another night of underage
drinking has worn off, and the coppers are circling like buzzards¢ÃÂÂ bring on the unfortunate consequences! This delirious image forms the crux of ¢ÃÂÂRiot Van¢ÃÂÂ, a smartly observed account of an unhinged night out.This sprawling stoner rock jam is hypnotic enough that one listen can leave you feeling like you¢ÃÂÂve tripped into a surreal
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.ecah ol euq y ,ridruta a atnupa ejasap adac :arbalap al ed soditnes sol sodot ne odallated etnemadacnirtni se "enohptaB" Both lyrically and musically. The Hollywood-worthy drama of "it's so dark" could be attributed to the time the band spent living in Los  Angeles while recording their fifth album "am." Each line is enunciated with precisionÃ n and a
guiÃ±o toyÃ n³ which makes the letters pointed ("turn around, how can ³ be so blind?"). But augmented by a scintillating protagonist, Turner's ³ of consciousness that follows is disarming beautiful to the point that the opening shock of the song³ n begins quickly to focus, like an old flickering skin. ItÂ Â Â  Â  s not vintage Monkeys, but the release of
layered harmonies towards the end is gorgeous.A remake of the fiery demo that featured on 2004Â Â Â Â  Â  s fan-made Ã¢Â  Â  Beneath The BoardwalkÃ¢Â  Â Â Â Â Â collection, this track about a House Tricky House party flirtation is driven by a level of bullish confidence that only a teenager with a VK blade will be able to conjure. This Ragtag Bop
can be essentially a hidden song ³ the band's debut album. What offers a certain romance "is a small victory. It is a gently bruised song³ which fences in circles with a dozen conflicting emotions, before reforming and starting again. "His constant hands may have made the devil's pedicure," Turner blushes." Album! There are times when Turner can't
even finish his thoughts. It's subtle. "He finds that the Arctic monkeys hark back to their pub rocky roots, while advocating a DIY approach with rising riffs and silly humor (" It was a toothpick and garlic and cinder), while doing (an), while ashen), while gone), while it was Cinder), while it was Cinder), while it was Cinder), while it was Cinder), while it
was Cinder (while it was Cinder), while it was esteemed by the series of drum frenzy rhythms. At first, those words were sinister. Printed by a riff inspired by the "War Pork" of Black Sabbath, this hard rock hindder show Many mind than Zumba. The verses of shouts shouts aerroc anu ed lanif le se "n³Ãisave ed niwT" :etnadnuder ³Ãivlov es
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.seredop sus ed amic al ne nabatse euq aÃbas ohcered otidlam y ,kcor-eidni ed aÃnarebos ed adac©Ãd adnuges us ne nabartne euq adnab anu ed setneilaserbos n³Ãisicerp al y aznaifnoc al y ,surohC The LPS, two live ã¡lbumes and two eps later, the band € have experienced several changing transformations. A threatening piece of itching, nerves, ã ¢
â € â â Humbugã ¢ â € Space-Roca â ™ to get to, ã ¢ â â˜ science ficciónã ¢ â € â € How could a libly halfway invoke guilt, youth, regret and purpose with such intensity? But â € ™ Be real: the cunning chorus Â € â â ™ was driven by sufficient adrenaline revolutionized to make you feel invincible. The lpã ¢ ¢ is exacerbated the focus on hooks and
puncture melodes goes out to the fore in songs like this, which thrives from a complete blood delivery. The nesting of this track completely denies its beautifully melancholic approach, from the umbrella letter to the loop production that includes enthusiastic piano and waves of tender aceistic guitar. Sometimes romantic, sometimes scary, the extreme
charismatic ã ¢ â € â € the jewellerã ¢ â € s Handsã ¢ â € It is so glorious and unstable, so beautiful and silly, and more than one day after its size and brightness has not lost anything. This song â € The percussive jaunty section of â ™ is too immediate to allow any type of piety party. IUU Know that the early stage of dates someone where dizziness
threatens to overwhelm? Â € â â ™ I begin to think â € ™ Imagined all the time, Turner laments for a compaign recipient absent in the middle of the way, while heavy thoughts flow about love and the pigid . It is where the ã¡lbum â € â ™, is calllosa and dark the bank as toothacheÂ  Â ) translating into sustained supports For a low -twisted bass and a
arrogance of Garage Rock, this melodía inspired by the "Wizard of Oz" captures youth naivety to leave its hometown in some place, more big, more bright, better. Turner's lustful drawings like a hanging cigarette, since he dissects that particular type of painful yearning and that consumes life. I will always be out of reach. With each guitar loop that is
beaters and what is a "corner" turn is a devastatingly specific and painful memory. Rebíí © nanding of the dissolution of a long -term relationship, it is here that Turner clearly speaks of his discomfort: "And thought it was yours forever or perhaps I was wrong?" This wonderful story of great heart of a flourishing love that shines as the misty puerra of
sunset under which it was recorded, until the expansion melodío adheres to a moment. As he accumulates in a closing of the earth, ("well, I will not go / not any side, not on any side ... the batteria suddenly joins with the double epiphank of Alex Turner : There is no place like the home, there is no band like ours. The track has a good balance between
fantasy and bad mood. That roll of rock is not, ¿eh? ã ã¡rattic monkeys acting in Nottingham in 2005 ( Image: Andy Willsher/Redferns/Getty Images) "Get your dance/you sexy swine," exclaims a glowing turner in the middle of a riffs and scream verses whirlwind that began from pure chaos and became indie-rock trampaar. The final line Declaration.
That said, fanages love. However, this assault of everything, at once, is heroically funny: "What came first, first came, the chicken or the idiot? "" Cry in a moment. An ode to a pretty bad girlfriend, this accidental anthem is brief, playful and full of gently libidinous excavations ("travel in the kitchen so that things take off?" Point where their persistence
feels enrangable. The rhymes of the nursery ("They give me a vaguely threatening battery wheel, and Turner even finds a space to make fun of his metaphor lyricism around the room of straws and methods and goo. It is a perfect and surprising encapsulation of everything that The group sought to achieve with its greatest reinventing so far. "The first
one, which appears in the submarine soundtrack, is given more softly, however, the second is more than cynically resounding. -WOP and a romantic guitar lines streak, this is the type of song that you can almost feel. The verses are ingeniously, but it becomes increasingly differ. Attract all the elements of the song. A pity that it is A pity that "I want
everything" that has made the final cut for "Umbe, the consistent and complete cord of the band to date. There are fleeting moments in which this misty number is promoted with promise (the choir of distortions is Skyrockets to another aviole), but it lacks the essential and magnical impulse of its tone of monkeys. Excesses is reduced in this heavy
repetition track, where Riff after Riff crashes a large part of knots. In this pillar of the independent dance floor, loaded and distorted riffs, ruthless drums and a total hymn choir bet on surpassing. If you can overcome the fact that the title is a right bite, this song is not bad. This independent single even concludes with a well -located offer of our
repentant protagonist: "You accompany you, of ¢ÃÂÂFour Out Of Five¢ÃÂÂ: it¢ÃÂÂs sleek, infinitely quotable, unsubtle, a little ridiculous. It is perhaps best to enjoy the goofy parts, rather than the serious ones.Wrapped around an uncomplicated piano melody repeated for three and a half minutes straight, ¢ÃÂÂDon¢ÃÂÂt Forget Whose Legs
You¢ÃÂÂre On¢ÃÂÂ is an extremely bleak song, but partially redeems itself with Turner¢ÃÂÂs darkest vocal performance yet.Wrestling with the unbearable pain and embarrassment that accompanies rejection, this B-side throws the following plea into the ring: ¢ÃÂÂWhen you fit me / As Sunday¢ÃÂÂs frozen pitch fits the thermos flask¢ÃÂ¦Â¢ÃÂÂ
¢ÃÂÂStill Take You Home¢ÃÂÂ is one of many grand examples that Turner¢ÃÂÂs lyrics make for the perfect Instagram caption: ¢ÃÂÂYou¢ÃÂÂre a Topshop princess / A rockstar, too.¢ÃÂÂThis one perhaps falls a tad short of ¢ÃÂÂTranquility Base Hotel & Casino¢ÃÂÂs grand, seemingly endless ambition.This is a dark and emotionally distant mood
piece that gives way to intense self-doubt. But both are so profoundly wistful and intimate that listening to ¢ÃÂÂPiledriver Waltz¢ÃÂÂ feels like eavesdropping on a painfully protracted breakup.This is the closest to a pure pop song that Arctic Monkeys have ever ventured, and it illustrates romantic wonder with heart-stopping elegance, whilst
revelling in the tiniest of life¢ÃÂÂs details. Yet it also bears another honourable triumph ¢ÃÂÂ this was once the centrepiece of every indie-worshipping teen¢ÃÂÂs ¢ÃÂÂaesthetics¢ÃÂÂ Tumblr page (circa 2014), and soon became an internet phenomena that developed into something even greater: a touchstone for a new, wildly committed generation
of Monkeys fans.If there¢ÃÂÂs one moment that defines why Arctic Monkeys were such a confounding and captivating presence when they came roaring out the gate, it was when eight fateful words were uttered at the start of their first-ever live TV recording. All this teasing and taunting becomes increasingly hard to resist, and perfectly captures
the rabble-rousing time¢ÃÂÂs time¢ÃÂÂs the bus come?¢ÃÂÂ It¢ÃÂÂs easy to marvel at the Base Hotel & Casino¢ÃÂÂ era, the chorus-less ¢ÃÂÂAnyways¢ÃÂÂ, is disarmingly self-reflective. By the time ¢ÃÂÂAll My Own Stunts¢ÃÂÂ appears seven songs into ¢ÃÂÂSuck It And See¢ÃÂÂ, the scene has already been set: the love is vast and flowing.
¢ÃÂÂNow look at the mess you made me make.¢ÃÂÂ A collective gasp was taken. The best of a bunch of B-sides to the outstanding ¢ÃÂÂWhen The Sun Goes Down¢ÃÂÂ, it¢ÃÂÂs a dose of energetic fun that encourages multiple listens.This one cruises by a little too easily on a big, gnarly chorus, and it feels like whiplash to go from the ever-shifting
textures that permeate this single¢ÃÂÂs surrounding album ¢ÃÂÂSuck It And See. Who was it that refashioned the sky blue Lacoste in question? It¢ÃÂÂs an incredibly hard task to keep up with; this is Helders¢ÃÂÂ drumming at its most furious, Turner¢ÃÂÂs lyrics at their most knotty. When Arctic Monkeys came good on an endless whirl of feverish
underground hype in the early ¢ÃÂÂ00s, it was evident that the course of indie rock had changed forever. It¢ÃÂÂs a noisy indie rock song ¢ÃÂÂ end of. It all climaxes with a cathartic yell, a wild howl into the void.¢ÃÂÂBrianstorm¢ÃÂÂ is a fucking blast. Within this warm, exuberant dreamscape of a track, the band¢ÃÂÂs feather-light harmonies drift
away but never get lost in the mix. It is a quiet show-stopper that finds new ways to reward every time you listen to it.On what should have been an album track, an unraveling romance is unpacked over a foot-stomping beat and dirty guitar licks. A galloping, deliciously funny racket made up of just 27 words, the lead single from ¢ÃÂÂSuck It And
See¢ÃÂÂ is a Grade-A troll.Lyrically, the classic B-side to ¢ÃÂÂI Bet You Look Good On The Dancefloor¢ÃÂÂ reads like the script of a telenovela. ¢ÃÂÂNo one¢ÃÂÂs on the streets / We moved it all online as of March¢ÃÂÂ, goes the bridge, sounding a little too on the nose for this pandemic-stricken year. ¢ÃÂÂOne Point Perspective¢ÃÂÂ is a rapture of
swooning, big-screen excess, and when played live, Eht fo llac niatruc gnipeews eht.syeknom citcra ylrae fo fo It is allowed to catch the closing line faithfully, the closing line "does it like to rock and roll? It jumps between the riffing of sharp teeth and the implacable noise screws. For any well versed person in the folklore of the Értico monkeys, John
Cooper Clarke has always been a crucial figure. This fantastic journey of fairy tale trip to the Aging problems without grace is shameless in its bite, ingenuity and ejlic references: "Is it a Dauber mecca or a bet of bets?" However, the song has enough romance to make your bones become tingling , and enough emotion to put your heart. Making the last
kiss to a liar "" "fuck off" could be too friendly ": this hiking track represents an indefinite sensation of repentance, and pushes through a Turbulent Vorose of pain and disgust with the vertiginous speed of a pursuit and furious. By name checks to literary giants H.P. Lovecraft and Edgar Allan Poe, can turn from Coquetthish to Macabre in an instant,
and portrays a fatal demo so vital that she is worthy of an Oscar. It is as if she were on a stone shot: we can listen to her steps, the yearning in her voice, the ghosts that remain in her head. At this point, singing about fame and all its botine was nothing new for the band (the titular song of 2006 "Who are the unartic monkeys? The ramid mentality of
the music industry is a music industry is sharp and implacable. First appearing in the now sought `` five minutes with the Árcticos â‚¬ â â „¢ ep ã ¢ â‚¬, which catapult the band to the indie underground notoriety in the summer of 2005, the large riffs and jags that erupt sharp relief. The storyline manages to pluck minutiae from a blurred version of
events, while musically, repeated loops of a hefty, top-tapping bassline keeps things as uncluttered as possible. Tha knows! Fair play to those who can recite the raucous verses of ¢ÃÂÂPretty Visitors¢ÃÂÂ with precision. But sometimes it all feels a little too intense, and this track stands as evidence of that. Arctic Monkeys¢ÃÂÂ Matt Helders An
inspiring ode to the power of song in the same vein as the ABBA classic ¢ÃÂÂThank You For The Music¢ÃÂÂ (we¢ÃÂÂre not joking!), this heart-swelling tune gradually shifts into a delightful waltz that feels like basking in the swirling lights on the dancefloor at the end of the night. A glorious, ethereal incantation steeped in a romance so pure and
luminous that it drifts along as if by magic, sharp musicianship heightens emotion with each perfectly timed crescendo, while he sings the poetic refrain as if he¢ÃÂÂs under a spell.In retrospect, ¢ÃÂÂThat¢ÃÂÂs Where You¢ÃÂÂre Wrong¢ÃÂÂ served as the climax of ¢ÃÂÂSuck It And See¢ÃÂÂ, as well as everything Arctic Monkeys had done up to
that point. ¢ÃÂÂI just wanted to be one of The Strokes,¢ÃÂÂ began the band¢ÃÂÂs masterful sixth album. And that muscular, aching refrain ¢ÃÂÂ ¢ÃÂÂBut I crumble completely when you cry¢ÃÂÂ ¢ÃÂÂ is the crown jewel of any Arctic Monkeys show. It holds the power to change lives in just three golden minutes ¢ÃÂÂ and will continue to do so
forever.Is there anything at all romantic about outgrowing your hometown? Is this the sexiest Arctic Monkeys song ever? His voice is tender and resigned, as if he is grieving. The true meaning of this brooding number has long been hotly debated, and still seems to elude everyone but the band themselves. Boosted by snapping percussion and a zigzagging bassline, it¢ÃÂÂs deceptively raunchy (¢ÃÂÂThe dirty little Herbert was seeking an escape / But the place was well-guarded¢ÃÂÂ), and the band embrace the intensity of it all with aplomb.This walloping track retells a the the verses throw the song¢ÃÂÂs rowdy imagery Story as old as time: a seriously silly night in the city that culminates
with a fray at the Taxis stop. Certainly there must be something really when ã ¢ â € here, the influences of the desert are strong and clear: a medium psychodic section, some slutter stop-stand passages and gruitos of Fuzz. Is it an elongated hint? ¢ â € Â € â ™ Melodí type that can leave you breathless while trying to taste everything at the time.
Intensified by a disturbing sample of Ó³rgano of Ennio Morriconeã ¢ â € Spaghettis Western The Good, The Bad and the Ugly, The Crestfell ã ¢ â € 505ã ¢ â € â € CRIME: Gettyesta Melodí of direct rock was recorded during the â ™ ã ¢ â € â € ¢ â €. This ballad adaptation of his 1982 poem is an appropriate tribute, then. A warning euphemism for
cocaãna? Â € A kind of contagious ™. Rebound and brightness, ã ¢ â € Snap out of itâ € â ™ is a delicious pop jangly escapism that shines on a ungil melodí and an insistent backbeat. Arctic Monkeys at the opening ceremony of the 2012 Old Old Games (Photo: Getty) The imposing initial single of ã ¢ â € â â € Humbugã ¢ â € frames a romantic
relationship not as inevitable, but as a challenge. Think of Ross de Friends, without leather pants. The finest cut that can be taken from the capricious ones entraper. There was a band that was on a flat, fighter, exciting and apparently without ego, which demonstrated its temper avoiding advertising, and had sold the legendary London Astoria (now
sadly closed, 2000-capital at its best) before there were even signed a discogropic agreement. Is ed ed adnor anu ne nepmor es y na±Ãiug ,ne±Ãurg renruT y sredleH ,racnarra etimrep ocsetnagig ffir remirp le omoc ,a±Ãapmoca euq orgen y ocnalb ne oediv le nE :naÃbas ol n©Ãibmat solle y ,Â Â adnab al ed redop ed sartseum sednarg s¡Ãm sal ed
anu ozih atsip Air druming with abandonment. It is not as good as "r mine." There are no words in this song inspired by this "Street Fighter", which collected a Grammy nomination (for the best instrumental rock performance in 2007). "You press the boton and we will make the rest," they make fun, mocking the deformation effects of technology. A
song that is both addable and charming; There are splinters of excellence. Bravuconerí never fades. Although the composition of songs may not feel as strong and intricate as that of the rest of the debut, is sung with an impeccable smile that makes it impossible not to break its own smile. This is a huge song. The track, with its ampoulers and its
attorneal ingenuity, is so perfectly formed, so impeccably sequenced, that even until today you can only re -absurdly good that it is. "I had a hole in the pocket of my favorite coat / and my love fell into the lining," Turner intones of an adventure about a glowing rhythm. As your adolescence comes to an end, overloading of the town of it can feel more
and more claustrophic, but an underground current of pride is what attracts it, again and again. The letters are still frustratingly opaque and the continuously silenced voices, both reinforcing the numbness that hangs on the langeal track. This is possibly at least mellet monkeys, a double speed aggressor strangulator. aggression.
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